THE TECHNANCIAL COMPANY AND RHT COMPLIANCE SOLUTIONS COMBINE THEIR
EXPERTISE TO DELIVER A NEW TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS PLATFORM TO ASIAN MARKETS

Tuesday, 7 June 2016, London: The Technancial Company (TTC) and RHT Compliance
Solutions (RHT) today announce a collaborative partnership bringing powerful value
propositions to broker dealers and financial institutions in Asia with the launch of a new
platform. The platform combines the strong expertise of both companies providing brokers,
banks and exchanges, operating within Singapore, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia,
Vietnam, Korea, and Taiwan, with the technology required to comply with the complexities
of various regulatory, legal and compliance frameworks.
Following extensive market research carried out by TTC and RHT, their offering has been
created to plug the existing gap of limited resources of time, skills and manpower in Asian
markets, which are a necessity to fulfil various operational and legal obligations. Currently
the market solutions in Asia are predominantly tailored to empower the larger players by
offering compliance packages at a price premium, which, the TTC/RHT research highlights
as the main cause of barriers to regulatory compliance for mid to small level players including a large number of banks and broker dealers. The TTC/RHT solution therefore will
enable easier compliance to this market segment, with the most comprehensive and costeffective compliance solution.
In terms of the partnership offering, TTC has combined its expertise in compliance and
regulation within the European arena and fused it with RHT’s in-depth understanding of
Asia. By collaborating with RHT’s regulatory compliance consultancy expertise with banks,
brokers, exchanges and regulators, the strength of the product will help organisations in
Asia to create consistent regulatory frameworks and structures - ensuring compliance.
Furthermore, the platform provides active surveillance and tracking capabilities within the
regulatory framework, and highlights early warning signs allowing users to avoid aspects
such as prosecution and defend erroneous accusations by authorities.
Mirko Marcadella, MD of The Technancial Company, said: “The market in Asia is currently
dominated by extremely costly compliance solutions, mainly aimed at large organisations.
However, smaller brokers and banks cannot afford those sort of prices but also need to
comply with strict regulatory compliance. The combination of RHT’s and TTC’s highly costeffective solutions therefore brings all the players in this market something very different,
with a truly affordable holistic approach to everyone’s regulatory compliance”
Nizam Ismail, Co-Founder of RHT Compliance Solutions said: “We are delighted to work
with The Technancial Company to offer a combination of technology and regulatory
compliance expertise, which we believe is a powerful and a unique proposition.”

About The Technancial Company Ltd.
The Technancial Company Ltd. delivers advanced real-time risk management and trade
surveillance tools to global markets. The Technancial Company’s products, JANUS™ Risk
Manager, JANUS™ Margin Engine and JANUS™ Trade Surveillance, are used by global
institutions across markets, regions and asset classes to supervise their trading, market
making, DMA and HFT activities. More than 70 risk checks and more than 60 clearing houses’
margin algorithms are supported by the JANUS™ Platform and can be used in pre-trade,
post-order (at-trade) and post-trade to manage market, credit and operational risks in low
latency environments.
The company is headquartered in London and has offices in Chicago, Hong Kong and Milan.
For more information please visit http://technancial.com/
About RHT Compliance Solutions
RHT Compliance Solutions, founded in 2013, has grown very quickly to be a leading
compliance consultancy in Southeast Asia, with presence in Singapore, Malaysia and
Indonesia. It has delivered consultancy services for regulators, exchanges, markets,
payment systems providers, banks, broker-dealers, fund managers, financial advisers, trust
companies and FinTech platforms in Southeast Asia. It has a unique team of former senior
regulators and senior compliance leaders in the region. RHT Compliance Solutions is
planning to open offices in Hong Kong by 2016.
For more information please visit http://www.rhtcs.com/
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